
History Publishing Company's Unabomber to Be
Major Movie

To be a Major Motion Picture

Viggo Mortensen to Star, Rob Lorentz to Direct

PALISADES, NEW YORK, USA, May 22, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- "Unabomber," the 2014 title was the
inside story of how a special team of FBI Agents assembled
by the Bureau Director, captured the terrorist known as the
Unabomber.It will be brought to the motion picture screen
and  will star twice- nominated Oscar candidate Viggo
Mortensen. The book, written by the three agents leading
the team: Special Agent in Charge Jim Freeman, Unit
Director and counter-terrorism specialist Terry Turchie, and
the street agent who made the final arrest Donald Max
Noel, brings the reader inside the Bureau and out on the
streets,in a rush to capture the man the press labeled the
“Unabomber.”

The three author- agents were brought together by the FBI
Director who wanted resolution to the terrorism case labeled
UNABOM and a capture of the terrorist who eluded, even
defied, investigation. The case had been open for sixteen
years. The Director wanted it closed before another death
occurred 

The results that followed are told in a fast moving account of
how the three agents did break through the Bureau’s infra-
structure that hampered the investigation for sixteen years,and in two years,using unconventional
means,succeeded in tracking down and apprehending the terrorist identified as Ted Kaczynski.

It is a special book. It is that
rarity, a true story that reads
like a great novel. It should
become one of the great
motion pictures.”

Donagh Bracken

Robert Lorenz, Oscar nominee for "American Sniper," "Flags
of Iwo Jima" and "Mystic River" will Direct and Michele
Weisler and Greg Shapiro will Produce. The film will be titled
UNABOM. Variety reports that several foreign distributors in
Europe and the Middle-East have signed on and it has been
tipped that UNABOM will be an outstanding film.

History Publishing Company published "Unabomber" in 2014.
“ It is a special book,” said Publisher Donagh Bracken.”It is
that rarity, a true story that reads like a great novel. It should

become one of the great motion pictures."

History Publishing Company is a traditional book publisher with a strong American History title list. It
is also known for having stepped into the future by settling in front of the curve in the changing
publishing industry by initiating a cyber- first platform called "Global Outreach," It is a cyber- first

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://variety.com/2017/film/news/unabomb-im-global-viggo-mortensen-cannes-film-festival-2017-1202438433/


Author Jim Freeman Retiring From FB I

program that distributes the initial publications of its new
imprint electronically to all English speaking countries as
well as Brazil, Argentina and Mexico.
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